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Archie Revels In  

Solway Sunshine 

 

 

 

 
 

 

From the start it was clear that the battle for overall honours was going 

to be between Archie Simmonds/Ali Proctor in the MG Midget and the 

Mini 1275 of Tot & Maureen Dixon who were rarely more than a second 

apart on most of the tests. At the half way point at Wigton the gap was 

just nine seconds and at the finish it was only  fourteen. 
 

Glorious weather brought out the best of the north and west of the country as 

over 100 cars took part in the Solway Autumn Classic Weekend run by Wigton 

Motor Club. 

 

Always in the lead! 



Diary 
Club events over the next month or so 

 

Festive Frolics Autotest 
 

December 30th 

At Maryport 

 

Entry forms on the website 
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Talking Point 
 Topical comment from the world of motoring 

 

Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be!  It’s easy to look back at past times with a rosy glow as we play with 

our old cars, many of which are reaching their half century or more. The truth is that they are the same 

but different. Of course we don’t have to sue our old cars every day so we are used to cars that start in-

stantly are warm and demist in a few seconds.  On the other hand are old cars now have electronic igni-

tion, solid state fuel pumps and radial tyres which all make a huge difference to using them. 

The events we do are again the same but different. Take racing, Silverstone is now a world away from 

what is was in 1962. Huge areas of tarmac, run off areas and stands where the spectators need binocu-

lars to see what is happening. Look at the pictures of the paddock at any major circuit in the seventies 

and much of it would still be grass. Many cars would be driven to events and even the works teams 

from Lotus and the like would work on their cars in the grass areas at say the Oulton Park Gold Cup. 

Some do try to recreate the atmosphere but while these set piece paddocks at Goodwood and the like 

may look the same, somewhere over the hill will be the transporters and mobile workshops and mobile 

homes where the cars are actually run from. 

Better engineering and setting up skills have made old racing cars much quicker than they were in their 

day. In Colin Chapman’s day Lotus were notorious for chassis breakages. Nowadays modern welding 

has meant this never happens and the chassis is stiffer. Better types and shockers mean that Lotus Corti-

nas no longer corner on the three wheels that we remember from Jim Clark epic duels. Engines have 

gained power, up to 50 bhp in the case of the Jaguar E type. Talking of E types Adrian Newey’s  win-

ning cars looks the part but has spend many hours in the Red Bull wind tunnel and when you see it be-

side another lightweight E type it’s certainly a case of “the same but different.” 

Rallying has changed as well, as have the cars. The Escort RS is still a formidable weapon but engines 

are increased in power by 25% and suspension, differentials and tyres have improved traction. Most 

stage rallies these days are over in a few hours rather than several days. Much the same applies to the 

longer road rallies of the 50’s and 60’s. They are ably replicated by commercial organisers like HERO 

& CRA but while having the same concept or running over Alpine passes and the like, the roads are of 

course far better than when NUB 120 was dominating such events over mainly gravel surfaces. The 

events now are designed to suit the consumer - not too much pressure and a decent meal and bed to fin-

ishes the day! 

These changes may not be to everyone’s taste but ultimately we are driven by circumstances and de-

mand. The efforts of the organisers of the Roger Albert Clark Rally have endeavoured over the years to 

recreate the pressure of a long distance stage rally with night sections but even they have had to cut the 

back the length of the event to cut costs. 

 

The answer is to enjoy what we have got! 

 

GTF 

Editor: Graeme Forrester, Clints Cottage, Blindcrake, Cockermouth, 

Cumbria, CA13 0QP. 01900 825642 

Email: gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk 
The opinions expressed in this issue of Start Line are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Club   

The contents of Start Line are protected by copyright 2012 



 

Jubilee Jaunt Gallery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.lakedistricthotels.net 



Event Reports 
 

MGB 50 Birthday Celebrations. 
This even took place at Blenheim Palace ,Oxford on September 23rd 2012. 

 
 

We are fortunate in our family live only 30minutes away from Blenheim so we decided to 

make the effort and visit the above as I doubt very much to be here for the next 50!!  

 

Because of the distance involved and “gear” to be taken (I had a bathroom floor to tile) we 

left the MG at home, it wasn’t missed as there was literally thousands. MG’s of every 

model, colour and age! And from all over Europe. We arrived and parked , the weather be-

ing dry but overcast, within 10 minutes the heaven’s opened, it absolutely poured down, 

the umbrellas outnumbering the MG’s. Consequently the tents of MG Car Club, MG 

Owners Club, Moss and Brown and Gammons etc were packed. What a pity as there was 

plenty of MGs  and specials based on MGs to see! The weather eventually beat us and we 

called it a day after warming ourselves with some very expensive coffee and chips under 

an umbrella! The photo is my own but some excellent photos can be seen on the 

mgb50.com website. 

 

Kendall Bruce 

 

10% discount to WMC members 



 

Elderly UtterancesElderly UtterancesElderly UtterancesElderly Utterances    
The Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of Experience!!!!    
Ron Palmer has his say 

 
 The Doonhamer Rally was well organised by the South of Scotland Car Club on 23rd September and 

consisted of 15 tests and no road timing or regularities. This meant that there was absolutely no room 

for error on the tests a factor which did not suit David and I on the day as a couple of wrong tests 

dropped us from a possible 5th place to 10th. Performing well from our club were David Marsden/Mick 

Garstang finishing 3rd and Stephen Palmer and son Jack who finished 7th in the MGB GT and clearly 

had the benefit of youth on their side.  The start was at The Barony Agricultural College, Parkgate just 

off the A701 Dumfries to Beattock road. This was a terrific venue because not only did they provide 

good food in nice surroundings for the start and finish plus two tests run at both the beginning and end 

of the rally  but it was fresh, clean and tidy. The route was eighty miles or so and visited 9 separate test 

sites travelling along the quiet roads for which South West Scotland is renowned. Roland Proudlock and 

his team did a great job and gave us results and awards before 6pm and ensured that this event will draw 

most back again next year for another run. There were a token five entries in the Modern class and 

about 33 starters in total giving what may be quite close to the Targa format which will be introduced 

by the MSA next year. Winners were Tom Hall and Stephen Jackson in the Riley Elf (1400 ‘S’ engine 

and the driver a proven autotester we understand) with the navigator winning on his first event. Second 

were Gordon Glendinning and Glen Paterson in the Chevette and third David Marsden and Mick Gar-

stang in the trusty Mk 1 Cortina GT. Archie Simmonds suffered from a spot of wrong testing like us but 

managed to celebrate his birthday with a class win and a SoSCC shirt courtesy of the organisers. 

After a break of one year the ERA runs the 11th Rally of the Tests on 8th – 11th November starting from 

Torbay and finishing this year in Chester a venue used by the RAC rally in years gone by. After being 

in charge of the Tests for ten consecutive years Fred Bent handed over the responsibility and after a 

break of one year in 2011 Guy Woodcock has taken over the reins. Fred will be a very hard act to fol-

low as he had moulded the event into one which brings back the faithful year after year and this will be 

my 11th and Charles’ 9th Tests so we are proof of the give ‘em what they want philosophy. Once more 

we are competing in Charles’ Old Faithful XK150 FHC and while it is not now so competitive amongst 

the much more nimble TR4s it is still my choice of a good long distance classic rally car in which to 

spend 14 hours a day. After finishing 3rd in the 2004 event we have slipped down the rankings some-

what although a few class wins along the way have been a fair reflection of the way we have performed 

and our start seeding has remained reasonable. We still look forward to an involving event for both crew 

and the car and will report on how we get on. 

Classic car insurance – credit where credit is due. Footman James has insured my XK150 for some 

time now and the premiums have soared in recent years partially I suspect as a result of their takeover 

by AON. However this year there has been a reversal in the trend and after the premium of £157 in 

2008 progressed steadily to £243 in 2011, (without any claims I must say), this year’s renewal, just re-

ceived, has fallen to £197. This is most welcome and if future premiums level out I may reconsider my 

deep seated negative opinion of certain city institutions. 

The Club’s October Classic weekend was most enjoyable helped 

in no small way by the wonderful weather and the glorious Autum-

nal colours of West Cumbria. On the Saturday Jaunt Christine and I 

joined almost 50 entrants for a well conceived figure of eight route 

starting at the Sheep Centre Hotel just off the A66 at Cockermouth. 

Having lived in Whitehaven and Brigham in the ‘70s it was a joy to 

revisit the back roads in that area and even the odd road was new to 

me. The half time soup and sandwiches were taken at Derwent 

Lodge with its glorious views from the terrace although the car park 



 

although the car park was rather challenging with 50 cars pack in and overflowing onto the road. 

After an interesting second half loop to the north we finished back at the Sheep Centre (is that the 

correct name?). After a recent wet spell of weather in the preceding week the roads were wet and 

muddy as expected so it was nice to have an early finish so that there was time for a wash off be-

fore the car was tucked away in the dry. 

The Sunday event attracted an entry of 43 for the Solway Rally and 13 for the Saunter starting at 

the excellent facilities at Rowrah. Two tests at the circuit after the 10am start provided good enter-

tainment for the watching later numbers and the assembled spectators. A further four tests at 

Broughton, Maryport, Moota and Wigton took us via some interesting byways to the lunch halt at 

The Wigton Auction Mart Restaurant which is clearly in its final death throes before moving to the 

newly built Mart on Syke Road. The afternoon route again by country lanes took us to two tests on 

the Kirkbride Airfield perimeter tracks and then back via another visit to Maryport, Wellington 

Farm at Cockermouth and the final two lapper at Rowrah. We greatly enjoyed the extensive buffet 

which was consumed while watching the later numbers perform on track. The Tiger provided a 

great noise background to our day with the hood down and Charles managed to get the kettle boil-

ing on the Rowrah tests. Mention must be made of the great work done by all the marshals and es-

pecially David and Debbie who performed a juggling act on the arrival control and clocks at the 

Rowrah tests and we did notice that the Monster Morgan was lurking in the paddock. Well done to 

organisers of the two days’ events Roger, David, Stephen, Peter, Graeme, Chris and all.    

 

         Ron. 

   

Advert 

VW Beetle,   fully trials prepared. 1300cc. Tax exempt 1969. G reg. MOT to Sept 2013. New 

cylinder heads f 

itted fairly recently. Sump guard.  Raised exhaust. Raised suspension. New floor fitted, hydraulic 

handbrake, AFFF extinguisher,  tyre rack with 2 spare tyres. Spares  included in the price… 

Many spare wheels and tyres, New clutch kit and slightly worn clutch kit, 2 glass fibre front 

wings, new hand brake cable, 2 complete spare doors ( with some corrosion ) new rocker cover 

gasket, various chrome trim. Also comes with a Beetle towing A frame. Car and all extras for 

sale at  £1750 

Ring Chris on 01228 576205 Or email at chris.veevers@btinternet.com 



 

Solway Historic Rally Gallery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photos by Tony North & Graeme Forrester 



 

Solway Autumn Classic Weekend 
 

On Saturday the Jubilee Jaunt started at the Shepherds Hotel in Cockermouth and took crews on a loop in 

the western Lakes to enjoy the superb autumn colours to a tea halt at Embleton and a further scenic route 

in the northern fells before the finish back at the Shepherds Hotel. Cars ranged from vintage cars of the 

20s to an ex works Toyota rally car of the early seventies and more modern specialist cars. 

 

Sunday saw one of the best day’s weather for several weeks as the cars taking part in the Solway Historic 

Rally and Solway Saunter gathered at the Rowrah Kart Circuit for a 10 a.m. start. The rally was sponsored 

by Cumbria Motor Cycle Training and Tony Grisedale Engineering. From the start it was clear that the 

battle for overall honours was going to be between Archie Simmonds/Ali Proctor in the MG Midget and 

the Mini 1275 of Tot & Maureen Dixon who were rarely more than a second apart on most of the tests. At 

the half way point at Wigton the gap was just nine seconds and at the finish it was fourteen. 

 

The event was made up of eleven special tests on private ground at Broughton, Moota, Maryport, Kirk-

bride, Wigton and Cockermouth. 

 

In third place for most of the day was the Riley Elf of Will Hall and Bob Hargreaves who were just three 

seconds up on David Agnew/Graeme Mactavish in a Porsche 911 who had a day long battle with Dave 

Marsden/Mike Garstang in a Cortina GT with these two crews finishing first and second in class H2. 

 

They were followed by the Escort of Joe Hardy and Doreen Sunter who won class P2 and the winner of 

P1, Edwin Cook and Ron Fisher in their Mini Cooper 1275. Andrew Steel/Roger Tyler in an Escort 

RS2000 took eighth place and second in P2 with the top ten being rounded off by The Sunbeam Tiger of 

Charles Graves/Ron Palmer and the Escort of David Mac Causland/Keiran Dillon. 

 

Class F for the older cars was won by the Triumph TR3 of Chas Stansfield/Martin Harwood while class C 

for the classic cars was won by the MG Midget of Mark and John Burton. The road rally for modern cars 

complying with road rally regulations was won by Andrew & John Graham in a Puma, marking a return to 

competition for John after a gap of 28 years. Second in that event was the Peugeot 205 Gti of Angela 

Jones & Eileen Horsfall. 

 

The Index of Performance was won by John Bertram/Andrew Fish in their Escort RS2000 from class C. 

The Solway Classic Weekend supports good causes in the area, it has provided new information boards in 

Cockermouth and sponsored school children to have their first go in motorsport with Cumbria Kart racing 

Club’s “Kids Go Karting” scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos by Tony North & Graeme Forrester 



 

Solway Historic Rally 2012 
 

Award Winners 
 

 

Award No. Crew 

1st Overall 55 Archie Simmonds/Ali Proctor                         MG Midget 

1st Index 59 John Bertram/Andrew Fish                            Escort RS2000 

1st Class F 5 Chas Stansfield/Martin Harwood                  TR3 

1st Class  H1 19 Tot & Maureen Dixon                                    Mini 1275 

2nd Class H1 61 Will Hall/Bob Hargreaves                              Riley Elf 

1st  Class H2 21 David Agnew/Graeme Mactavish                   Porsche 911 

2nd Class H2 1 David Marsden/Mike Garstang                      Cortina GT 

1st  Class P1 33 Edwin Cook/Ron Fisher                                 Mini 1275 

2nd Class P1 43 Colin Rose/Alistair Dixon                               MG Midget 

1st  Class P2 35 Joe Hardy/Doreen Sumter                              Escort 1600 

2nd Class P2 49 Andrew Steel/Roger Tyler                              Escort RS2000 

1st Class C 71 Mark & John Burton                                      MG Midget 

1st Class R 79 Andrew & John Graham                                Ford Puma 

2nd Class R 75 Angela Jones/Eileen Horsfall                          Peugeot 205 Gti 

For reasons beyond our control the café at Rowrah ran out of food at the end of the event. If 

you were a competitor or marshal who did not get a meal can you please email me on 

gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk.  ASAP. 

Graeme 

 

John Graham sat in the navigators seat for the first time in 28 years and won an award with son An-

drew! He hopes to do it again in 28 years time! 

 

Hopefully some one will do a full report on the event please! 

 

 

Jottings 
 

We hope to be able to confirm the date of the Annual Awards Dinner shortly. At the moment it 

comes down to the date our guest speaker is available on.  

A full list of award winners will appear in the December magazine as some championships still have 

some events to run. 

The 2013 events programme is almost finalised and we will have details in the January magazine 

along with a WMC planner. 

 



 

Solway Historic Rally Results 

 

 
 

 

No Driver Navigator Car Class Total 

            

55  Archie Simmonds Ali Proctor MG Midget P1 697 

19 Tot Dixon Maureen Dixon Morris Mini 1275 H1 711 

61 William Hall Bob Hargreaves Riley 998 H1 743 

21 David Agnew Graeme Mactavish Porsche 911 H2 746 

1 David Marsden Mike Garstang Ford Cortina GT MkI H2 748 

35 Joe Hardy Doreen Sunter Ford Escort 1600 P2 761 

33 Edwin  Cook Richard Cook Austin Mini 1275 P1 777 

49 Andrew Steel Roger Tyler Ford Escort RS2000 P2 777 

13 Charles Graves Ron Palmer Sunbeam Tiger H2 779 

31 David McCausland Kieran Dillon Ford Escort Mk1 P2 782 

43 Colin Rose Alistair Dickson MG Midget P1 794 

23 David Alexander Stephen Perry Vauxhall Viva H1 807 

11 Gordon Furness Lisa Furness Wolseley Hornet 998 H1 810 

7 Nigel Cardale Peter Littlefield Ford Anglia 105e H1 822 

51 Adam Barker David Barker MG BGT P2 831 

45 Dan Quille Andrew Cookson Morris Mini 1275 P1 842 

15 Nicky Porter Wendy Gardiner Ford Cortina GT MkI H1 850 

29 Derek Fielding Sam Thompson VW Beetle H2 852 

27 Paul Slingsby Michael Fox MGB H2 855 

25 Richard Craig Peter Leary MGBGT H2 873 

47 David Heirs Richard Welsh Saab 96 V4 P1 885 

39 Phil Griffiths Tracey Griffiths Landrover 88" P2 898 

9 Richard Goodacre Peter Birtles Volvo Amazon H2 899 

5 Chas Stansfield Martin Harwood Triumph TR3A F 926 

41 Stephen Byrne David Byrne Lancia Fulvia P1 940 

53 SallyAnn Hewitt Mark Lewis Mini Clubman P1 941 

17 David Martin Terry Kennady Ford Zephyr 6 H2 1039 

3 Keith Thomas Carol Thomas Buckler F 1069 

57 Simon Barnes Andrew Dewhurst Morris Mini 1000 P1   

    Classics       

59 John Bertram Andrew Fish Ford Escort RS2000 C 722 

65 Stuart Bankier Siobhan Bankier MG Midget C 868 

67 Ian Dixon Maurice Millar Ford Escort RS2000 C 990 

63 Robert Iveson Tom Avis Mini 1275 C 1014 

69 Steve Wright Heather Grisedale Escort MkII C   

    Road Rally       

79 Andrew Graham John Graham Ford Puma R 769 

75 Angela Jones Eileen Horsfall Peugeot 205GTi R 791 

71 Mark Burton John Burton MG Midget R 792 

85 Simon Farrar Dean Phillips Ford Puma R 813 

81 Scott Wragg John Coulson Proton Satria Gti R 827 

83 David Winter Sally Winter Ford Fiesta R 929 

73 George Noon Shereen Aitchison MG BGT R 1227 

37 John Midgley Geoff Maybank Toyota GT 86 R 1360 

77 Jon Hill Mick Pears Vauxhall Corsa R   



 

Harewood – Sat 22
nd
 & Sun 23

rd
 Sep 2012 

Ronnie MacGregor 
 

 
 

Rounds six and seven of the Wigton Speed Championship took place at the superb Harewood Hill 

Climb. This weekend was the rather special Harewood Golden Jubilee event, with a fantastic array of 

old cars of all descriptions on display. Classic Car displays, F2 and F3 racing cars, hillclimb cars 

from the 1960’s, in addition to the wide variety of competing cars which make this type of event so 

enjoyable. 

For once, the weather forecast was reasonable, and there was justified hope of dry runs if only it 

would hold. Dropping the car at the track the night before, it was surprising to see how many people 

were already there. Peter S and crew and Kevin H, members of the elite comfy caravan brigade, were 

already in place. Colin Sutherland and Dave Extent were en-route to make up the under-canvas con-

tingent. 

Harewood is conveniently placed just a ten minutes or so drive from ones brother in law’s abode, and 

the lure of a proper bed and central heating seemed much more attractive than an evening with these 

guys !!  Apparently this was classed as “Lording it” !!  So as the temperature dropped, and the first 

hints of frost appeared, it was time to abandon the Harewood Hardies in the direction of warmth and 

food, just as Kevin muttered something about driving in to Wetherby to see if he could pick up some-

thing with the faint residual aroma of fish !! 

Saturday morning was extremely cold and crisp, but the sun was out, and would soon remove all 

trace of the hard frost the night before. The Harewood Hardies were wearing every item of clothing 

they had in possession, and were swapping stories of icicle snapping midnight toilette, and a particu-

larly distasteful beard and pillow peeling escapade involving the words “frozen dribble” !!! 

Colin seemed particularly cheerful once he had thawed out, and it transpired that he had been to visit 

the Avon lady, parted with a large wad of cash, and was now happy to boast that his rear end was 

stickier than it had ever been before !! 

Robert Iveson was no doubt disappointed to discover a lovely white Lotus Excel fitted with a towbar, 

and towing a large box trailer, resplendent in the display area. Has the Mini and Mini Caravan been 

trumped we ask !!  No doubt cheered up again by his steady improvement through the day, he pro-

duced a 78.35 time in class 1A. 

 

Richard Shaw produced his best result on the second timed run, with a 79.07 time for class 1C. With 

his third run around 1.5 seconds slower, did we miss a wobble on the way ? 

 

In class 3A you would have said that Mr Sutherland was going well, but his first and second run  



 

times were only 0.38 seconds in front of upstart MacGregor, and this was obviously not acceptable. 

With a conscious decision to make full use of his sticky butt, a rip-roaring 1.62 second improvement 

was then pulled out of the hat to give a 70.29 best time. 

Dave Exton and Ronnie, having entered class 1B, discovered by lunch time that they had been 

bumped to modified class 3B. This can only be assumed to be by virtue of list 1B tyres on the Honda 

and the completely unlisted dodgy manufacturer tyres on the MR2. It would have been courtesy had 

the drivers been informed of this change, but once in a very blue moon, Lady Luck lands to advan-

tage. According to Mr Exton, “The grin that spread across Mr MacGregor's face when he realised 

that being bumped from 1B into 3B made him class leader and ultimately the class winner was a pic-

ture.” So a First in Class for Ronnie with a time of 72.29. Following close behind was Dave Exton 

on 73.46 seconds. The arrival of this pair in 3B must have “Melted Icicle-ed Off” the original WMC 

contenders in this class who would otherwise have occupied these slots, but not a gripe was heard . . . 

. . . . . . to their faces !!!  So the true gentlemen, Angela J and Peter S cruised home in 73.28 and 

75.43 seconds respectively. 

In class 3C, William J had his spitting and popping beastie out once more, and spent most of his runs 

trying to conserve rubber by keeping one leg in the air for as much time as possible. Increasingly 

tired after each run, and with insufficient old man nap time in between, every run was slower than the 

last, and so it was the first timed run that yielded a tremendous 66.22 second result. Peter Keen had 

entered this same group, most probably on grounds of tyres again, and brought his best of British 

home in 79.08 seconds. 

Class 3F was a “WMC only” class of three. Chris Boyd led the pack, First in Class, with a very quick 

61.62 second result. Apologies are due to Malcolm MacKay who has only just been spotted as a 

WMC member, driving one half of our brace of day-glow Sylvas to good effect to give a 62.66 sec-

ond result. Unusually, bringing up the rear, but in the face of stiff competition, is Harry M sitting on 

63.92 seconds. Harry’s third timed run was some 43 seconds slower, and it seems clear that we need a 

new confessions group on the WMC forum !! 

Well it is no surprise to find Mark Purdham, this bookie’s favourite, sitting at the top of Class 3G 

with a 61.40, First in Class,  giving the fastest wide-bodied jet-propelled run. Darren Coleman not 

far behind, sits comfortably on 61.90 and is proving to be another man to watch this season. Gareth C 

showed steady improvement through the day to turn in a 72.69 second result. 

Finally, 5D, in the narrow bodied class, Colin Birkbeck produced the fastest WMC result of the day 

on 55.27 seconds. Third timed run was a close call NTR, or DNF for Colin, as a result of running 

wide on the top final bend, with a grass cutting cross country excursion, which just doesn’t look quite 

as comfortable in a single seater somehow. What looked like a flying piece of nosecone debris was 

later confirmed to be only the timing strut, and the incident thankfully seems to have been damage 

free. 

So Saturday proved to be a glorious day, lots of interest, a superb day for family visitors and specta-

tors, and definitely a day for the sun tan cream. Saturday evening was a pleasant affair, with the usual 

craic over a curry. Kevin was at pains to point out that a Black S2000 was 2.55 seconds faster than a 

Yellow one. He was also keen to discuss the apparent sensitivity of the Yellow one’s brake lights, 

strange . . .  when they obviously weren’t working on the Black one at all !!  Final goading with a re-

minder of a Hamilton Personal Best just hundredths of a second faster than Ronnie’s Saturday result 

meant that the gauntlet was well and truly down for Sunday. 

A less sub-zero night, and a cloudy morning sky with hope perhaps for dry weather. Bad news. A 

quick check of the WMC forum from Manoir de Beau-Frère yielded the shock news that Slow son 

and Fast Dad, Alex and Mike, who had failed to show up for a curry the previous evening, had in fact 

curried their engine en route to Harewood instead. No option but to limp homeward. Disaster !!!  

What had promised to be a close R2 battle, possibly not decided until the bitter end, was falling apart, 

and the Sunday started with a much more sombre tone. 

 

Not content with the need for CPR (Connected Partial Recharge) from a friendly Discovery3 the pre-

vious freezing morning, the Sutherland-mobile once more refused to Spit anything !!  This time it 

proved to be much more terminal though.  (Keep up !!! . . . . . That’s an electrical term !!!)  Yes, . . . .  



the positive terminal had Triumphantly parted from the coil. Full marks go to Peter Sewell who pro-

duced the necessary replacement parts, and also endured electrotherapy during the subsequent testing 

phase. 

This day seemed much cooler, much greyer, with a much slower throughput of competition cars, almost 

painfully so, but it was dry. Progress was not helped by numerous cars departing the track, and one old 

demonstration run race car trying to depart the recovery truck flatbed at the top bend. It remained con-

nected only by the front winch wire as a consequence of a roller board being left under the rear. Not 

clever. One crane truck to the rescue, a huge amount of time wasted, and most probably one justifiably 

displeased owner. A long marquee white linen lunch break for those and such as those looked as if it 

would jeopardise the second timed run, until a wise decision to cancel the afternoon demonstration runs 

was made. Nonetheless increasing dark grey cloud was inbound, and the start of heavy rain meant that 

the sane and sensible majority abandoned their second run. 

And so to the results . . . . . . . . . 

In class 2A we find Les Golding putting in a Sunday appearance and rolling comfortably home in 71.89 

seconds. 

Not content with Saturday’s result, Mr “If I can start, I might finish” Sutherland had the stated aim of 

cracking the 70 second barrier in class 3A. ’Twas not to be . . . . . lower temperatures, and a lack of reali-

sation that his rubbers were single use, meant that a 71.62 had to be accepted. 

The Bumper Boys were once more to be found in class 3B where Ronnie cautiously pushed for im-

provement despite reportedly having a preference for the middle peddle. He returned a 71.99 to scoop a 

Second in Class, but more importantly, to beat Mr Hamilton’s oft taunted Personal Best. A compulsory 

two minute gloat was surely justified, as Kevin returned Ronnie’s camera and sloaked off to head for 

home in the huff !!  It seems that Dave had a wee Extoncursion over the grass during Practice Run Two, 

and caused the first of two consecutive red flags for Ronnie, but had regained his composure for the first 

timed run yielding a 74.17 time. 

Still in class 3B, with the original contenders, the word is that Angela has a new tattoo on her derrière. If 

you want to know what it says, just ask, she seems happy to show it off. Is this what gave her a “fast 

girl” time of 75.19 ?  Perhaps a doubly shocked Peter Sewell, slotting in behind on 77.40 can tell !! 

Three legged Willy popped hissed and banged home in spectacular style to produce a 67.00 run in class 

3C. In somewhat more sedate fashion Peter Keen meandered back to the top in 95.01 seconds. Is this 

another story for the WMC Forum Confessions group ?  Or was there mention of back pain ?  Perhaps 

both ? 

Newly discovered Malcolm MacKay produced a very quick 62.35, and a First in Class in 3F, but the 

price was high. Crossing the finish line with the screech of complaining tyres, followed by a resounding 

Armco thud meant something had to be broken. Thankfully Malcolm was fine, but the car needs a bit of 

work to OSF suspension. A great shame to see such a beautifully built car damaged, but that is the game. 

Chris Boyd was no doubt content to follow on 62.97 with no damage, and Harry, no doubt enjoying a 

stunning level of competition from this pair followed on 64.75. 

Class 3G found Mark P scooping a Second in Class on 61.97 opening a comfortable gap on the Number 

Two man to watch, Darren Coleman who romped home in 64.59 seconds. Gareth Coleman followed 

with a more sedate 73.11 to complete this group. 

Perhaps mindful of the previous day’s rally drive, Colin Birkbeck in class 5D produced a much calmer 

71.09 time. A wry smile accompanied his confirmation of the previous day’s flying timing strut, and 

whatever the reason today there is no doubt that the usual stunning times will ensue next time out. 
Then the rain started, and everyone went home !! . . . . . . . . . Oh no they didn’t !!! 
 

The drenched paddock was already half empty when the pragmatic Tannoy announced “If anybody 

wants to take their Second Timed Run, hurry up and get in the queue”. Brilliant !!  This is what we 

like !!  Stuff the classes, stuff the running order, just get in the queue if you are mad enough !! 

 

Harewood is not a cheap event, and from a Scottish, . . . . no, . . . . perhaps even a Yorkshire perspective, 

if you don’t take one run, then the cost of the remainder has just escalated. Isn’t that the logic ?  No . . . . 

. . that is not the reason !!  Surely it is good experience to drive in the rain, even if it is a bit more of a 

sedate experience. How else do you develop your knowledge of the car in varying conditions, and cau 



 

tiously explore the limits ? 

Only Twenty Seven madmen and a mad girl lined up in the queue, three of those “The Wet Ones”, 

Angela, Ronnie and Les, were Wigton Nutters. Four wheel drive won the day of course, but Angela 

took a very creditable 5th place out of the twenty eight, . . . . yes, . . . . that is out of every car that 

ran, with her time of 82.69 seconds. Ronnie slotted into 7th place with a time of 84.54 seconds and 

Les mingled into the bunch on 96.70 seconds. Just for the record, and for Kevin’s deliberation, the 

Black Honda S2000 of Harewood local, Karl Jackson, slotted into 11th place on a time of 85.74 

seconds. Ahhhh . . .  the smile on the Yellow Honda’s face to see that role reversal result !!! 

 
 

Kames – Sunday 30/09/2012 
 

Torrential rain across much of Scotland the night before meant that the drive across Ayrshire to 

Kames was an incredible display of flooded fields, and rivers having burst their banks. A very wet 

summer meant that ground was already waterlogged with no residual capacity for absorption. 

Choked drains, which probably merit further investigation, meant that the track was severely 

flooded in several places, but everyone was there and ready. What to do ? 

All hands on deck, with baling and unchoking efforts making a surprising impact. Full marks to 

Harry and Melvyn who quietly and persistently worked away with their spades, reforming a long 

run of surface drainage channel with obvious impact. Someone, (DW I believe), had the perhaps 

not so bright idea of using 4x4 vehicles to spray water off the track, with the justification that even 

if futile it would be a bit of a laugh !!  Epic uphill chain brushing successfully moved water to a 

higher working drain. Huge impact was made. 

Mother nature will always win, and the endless influx of ground water meant that even if it wasn’t 

raining, the track would soon flood once more. Suggestion and agreement to run a shortened track 

was welcomed, but it eventually became clear that this too would be fruitless. 

Huge disappointment all round, and some discussion as to whether this event would be better 

brought forward in the year. The reality is that we have seen one of the wettest summers on record, 

and that there would be no guarantee of improvement on any other date. Historical discussion sug-

gested that this event had probably never been cancelled before, and that it was normally a good 

and well positioned season closer event. 

Full refunds were made available, with WMC carrying the unavoidable fixed costs of the event 

from reserve funds. Unfortunate for the club, but just a simple reality for any organisation in this 

type of circumstance. In this way, and after the valiant efforts of all concerned, it was assured that 

no competitor could possibly have grounds for complaint. 

A lazy concluding lunch and chat in the canteen for the usual suspects meant that the day was sim-

ply turned into a social event, until it was realised that everyone else had gone home, and the gate 

keepers were patiently waiting to lock up. Sorry guys !! 

To end on an optimistic note, the one good thing about extreme weather conditions and a washout 

event, is that there is a 99% probability that next year’s event will be better !! 
 



 

PG Tips 
 

I would like to start with an apology - if there are any regular readers, or indeed readers of my ramblings I 

would like to apologize for the omission of it from last months Startline - I did submit it but it appears our 

editor had a holiday backlog and it got missed…I have forgiven him! I haven’t forgiven him for his email 

recommending Classic Car Rescue on Channel 5 though - I have never seen such a dumbed down load of 

rubbish on terrestrial TV (yes Sky does have worse things from what I’ve seen of it!). It’s not so much the 

odd things they do when they restore vehicles as the total fakery and editing that goes on. Still, at least it’s 

a car program…of sorts!  

The summer has been and gone….not that anyone really noticed round here I don’t think. Its been possibly 

the worst summer I can think of ever. Apparently the gulf stream ventured a bit south of its usual pattern 

which meant that we got the weather intended for the north of Scotland. If you believe some scientists it 

might be the way things are going to be every year due to global warming…..or rather climate change, be-

cause calling it global warming when its bloody freezing outside is a step too far for me. 

I would like to tell you how amazingly I am getting on with Snotty the Skoda however I would just be ly-

ing. Not much is happening, but the works head is away being repaired by a company who are going to 

basically melt it, weld it, re-set it and then machine it. Yes that does sound expensive and yes it is expen-

sive and no my wife doesn’t know how much it costs and yes I will be paying it back for a while, but there 

is no other way forward because the head is so rare now! I have replaced the steering rack for one that 

doesn’t rattle (Ebay I love you!) and following the Haynes manual guidance it took me less than a day. Ac-

tually Haynes says - unbolt track rod ends, unbolt single steering column bolt, unbolt four mounting bolts 

and slide rack out from the car. What they failed to mention is that 2 of the 4 rack mounting bolts are inac-

cessible to anyone with anything other than the hands and fingers of a toddler and that after an hour of 

swearing you will need to go back inside for plasters and resolve to remove the whole front subframe with 

rack attached because its actually easier and quicker than trying just to remove the rack! It took me half an 

hour to remove the sub frame, 10 minutes to remove the rest of the rack and half an hour to get it all back 

in. You live and learn, and the lesson is - Haynes manuals are useful but they aren’t always right.  

On one of my many nights in on t’internet I recently wrote a letter to a magazine in the hope that I might 

win a watch or a tool kit for letter of the month (sounds sad but so far I’ve had a t-shirt, a set of ratchet 

spanners and £50 in vouchers so it’s not a total waste of time) about my love for the Lancia 037. The 037 

is possibly the prettiest of the Grp B rally cars and was the last 2wd car to win the world rally champion-

ship - slaying the Quattro giant in 1983, although the mass media history has now almost erased this vic-

tory. Using a supercharger and space frame mid engined technology that the rest would later follow, if it 

had had 4wd it would have become a truly legendary car along the lines of the Stratos or T16. I am sure 

alot of you know the car and some of you may even lust after one almost as much as I do, but I never had it 

down as a sensible investment until I wrote the letter. Back in 2005 I broke up with my then girlfriend and 

sold our house which in the heady days of the buoyant property market netted me a fair sum of cash. At 

that time I got drunk a lot, attempted to have lots of fun and be generally single and started surfing the net. 

There was an 037 Stradale (road car version in red) in Portugal for less about £45k with almost no miles 

and in  pristine condition. At the time buying it would have sent my parents mad and made pretty much 

everyone around me think I was losing the plot, however looking back on it now 

it was probably a great investment. I sensibly chose to put my money back into a 

property secure in the knowledge that it was a sensible investment. Sadly the cur-

rent market means my money hasn’t grown very much if at all - the 037 was re-

cently on the market for £100k. That’s over 100% increase from 2005 to 2012 for 

the mathematically challenged. Not many investments have done that well and 

certainly not your run of the mill property. One slight fly in my dream ointment is 

that the 037 hasn’t covered many miles, whereas if I had had it parked outside my 

rented house or caravan (!) it would have been thrashed daily and generally mis-

treated which would have seriously de-valued it. I would have had a lot of fun 

though!  

So the moral of the story is invest in cars, but for gods sake don’t drive them.  
 

Peter 



 

Inside the Industry 
 

Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date 
 

September Sales 

September provided the expected showroom battles with deals coming from all directions.  The indus-

try was delighted to report total sales up by over 8% against last September but I don’t think anyone 

will ever know the true number once pre-registrations are taken out. Many manufacturers were in-

volved in the registration of unsold cars.  For reasons best known to themselves Land Rover registered 

every unsold Defender in the country on September 30th, as well as lots of Freelanders and Range 

Rover Sports. They “sold” almost 9000 cars in the month, but I’m guessing that about 20% of those 

weren’t actually sold. BMW also registered a lot of 3 Series, and I was told by a senior sales manager 

from one of the large dealer groups that they had pre-registered 8000 unsold cars on September 30th. 

The figures therefore have to be taken with a large shovel of salt.  BMW, Fiat, Land Rover, Porsche, 

Suzuki and Toyota all had a good month.  Alfa Romeo, Jaguar. Mitsubishi, Subaru and Volvo all did 

badly compared to last year. Audi and BMW were almost level for the month, but so far as I know 

Audi did no pre-registrations. BMW are now almost 4000 units behind Audi year to date, so the next 

few months, and December in particular, will be very interesting for these two. 

European & US Sales 

Whilst UK “sales” are at least claimed to be rising, the picture is much less happy in the rest of Europe. 

Reductions against last September were Germany 10.9%, France 17.9%, Italy 25.7%, Spain 36.8%, 

Greece down by over 40%.  This explains the woes of those manufacturers strongest in Southern 

Europe, Fiat, Renault and Peugeot/Citroen. In Italy more new bicycles were sold than new cars last year 

for the first time for very many years, with car sales down to the level of 1964. One senior Renault suit 

is campaigning for the re-introduction of a Europe-wide Scrappage Scheme to help, although I seem to 

remember it was the Korean manufacturers who benefitted most from this last time?  

Meanwhile in the US sales were up on last year by a whopping 12.8% as buyers who have held off 

come back to the market.  One particular factor in the States is the popularity of personal leases.  While 

a very good method of buying a new car the owner is forced into doing something at the end of the 2 or 

3 year term, and it’s a lot easier just to take a new lease than find thousands of dollars to make the final 

payment.  Which is of course the idea as far as the manufacturers are concerned. 

Fiat/GM Europe? 

One intriguing rumour doing the rounds currently is that Fiat may have an interest in taking over GM 

Europe, i.e. Opel and Vauxhall.  They did this with Chrysler in the US, getting the company for a song 

and now reaping big rewards.  I’ve mentioned before that GM want out of Europe, and that Fiat have 

cut their future product development programme back severely, leaving them exposed in the future. 

One senior Fiat executive has stated publicly that this could happen provided GM end their product de-

velopment alliance with Peugeot/Citroen, so there may well me fire in this particular cloud of smoke.  

Certainly Fiat built their truck business (Iveco) by taking over other struggling manufacturers, Unic in 

France, Magirus in Germany, and Ford in the UK, so I wouldn’t bet against it just now. 
Who’s Making Money, Who’s Not 

A German university has just published a study into the European car industry.  It shows that last year 

the most profitable manufacturer in Europe per unit was Porsche who made almost 17,000 Euros on 

every car made.  VW made just under a thousand Euros per car, Fiat lost 142 Euros on each unit, whilst 

Peugeot/Citroen lost almost 1000 Euros per car.  Serious money! 

Mercedes 

For many years Mercedes was by far the leading premium German manufacturer.  However it’s a long 

time since BMW overtook Merc, and now Audi have too.  This hasn’t gone down well in Stuttgart. In 

2011 BMW made 1.66 million cars, Audi 1.3 million, Mercedes 1.26 million. This year Mercedes have 

achieved a healthy 5% volume increase.  Healthy that is until you see that both BMW and Audi did 



even better, so the gap increases. To put things right Mercedes are throwing millions at product de-

velopment, with 10 new models and 20 major facelifts promised between now and 2020.  Many of 

these will take the three-pointed star into new territory with small 4x4s and 7 seaters on the agenda. 

Tight cost control is promised to achieve “competitive” pricing.  The days when Merc pricing was 

referred to in the trade as “5 grand for the car, 10 grand for the star” may well be over. 

This fight between the 3 top premium manufacturers can only be bad news for the volume manufac-

turers.  If the price of a Mercedes or BMW is just a little more than that of a Ford or Peugeot that 

spells trouble with a capital T for the volume makers. 

Jaguar F Type 

This long awaited Jag sports car was finally unveiled at the Paris Show last month.  Expectations 

were very high, but there were no disappointments, the car’s a stunner.  So is the price.  It was 

widely forecast that the starting price would be just under £50,000, in fact it’s nearly £60,000. That 

certainly won’t stop an early queue, but it may be difficult to sustain long term. 

Body Repair Shops Closing 

Cars are far safer than they used to be with ABS, traction control and many other devices helping 

drivers avoid trouble. Because of the recession and the cost of fuel less miles are being driven. Fuel 

costs and speed cameras mean people are driving slower on the open road, congestion means they’re 

driving slower in cities. Young drivers are being kept off the road by insurance costs. All of this 

adds up to less accidents.  Good news of course, except for the crash repair industry. Over the last 

10 years the volume of crash repair work in the UK has dropped by 21%.  Revenue from this work 

has actually come down by 29% as the average cost per repair has dropped. In 2000 19.4% of in-

sured drivers made a claim, in 2011 13.9%. Many body repair shops have closed, most of the rest 

have down-sized. 

Isn’t it strange that given all this insurance premiums keep rising?         

Paul Gilligan 

pg@gvcontracts.co.uk 

Classic Column 

Stefan & Gemma Michalak took part in a LEJOG run to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 1100 

model. 

 All the cars finished (some had travelled all the way from Chamonix!). By the time they got home 

again they had done approx 2200 miles, and had raise £564 for local charity Claire House Hospice. 

 It was a great experience that they  all enjoyed, if you're interested reports and pics are on the club 

website http://www.the1100club.com/lejogAbout.php 

 

The Roger Albert Clark Rally takes place this month over a shorter format. Stuart & Linda cariss 

are amongst the 40 competitors in their Escort Sport. 

 

The Rally of the Tests is also on, this time on the SW and Wales with Charles Graves/Ron Palmer 

taking part in the Jaguar XK. This is a tough event, perhaps the only classic event to be close to the 

night events of the seventies. 

 

LE JOG is in early December and goes through the NE as usual. It’s a better entry than it has been 

in recent years but mainly foreign  

 



 

 Andy’s Armchair 
   Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at 
                         motoring and motorsport 

 
 

 

Coming up the motorway recently and there was a loud "boing" followed by a warning on the i drive say-

ing that the wipers were about to pack up. Great, it was heaving it down, and I was doing just a 

smidgeon over the limit in the fast lane. Anyway I got slowed down used the wipers sparingly, and got 

back to the dealership without further ado. After sitting about for an hour or so the computer had 

worked out it was a soft wear fault and the car would need to go back  again the following day for a 4 

hour re-boot ( whatever that is, maybe  they take it round the back and give it a damn good thrashing a la 

John Cleese). Now all this is called progress, once upon a time you checked fuses and relays and put on a 

wiper motor, all fixed in an hour. I dread to think what the state of play will be with these vehicles when 

they're 8 or 10 years old and owners want to use an independent garage. 

 

So Lewis has gone to Mercedes Benz. Maybe he knows a lot more than us but why leave a team with a 

consistent background of winning races and championships over the last decades and go to one who 

peaked in 1955? Apparently it's a lot to do with advertising space on his overalls and 

the amount of money he can earn on top of his multimillion pound wage packet, call me old fashioned 

but I think a really keen racer would try to struggle by on a few million a year, hard as that may be, and 

have a good chance of becoming a "great", he wouldn’t voluntarily banish himself to a mid field also ran 

for an extra couple of million. Shame really I thought young Hamilton was a "tiger" not someone who 

thought of race driving as simply a job. 

 

As a knock-on of the above I see Sergio Perez has got himself the second seat at McLaren. Now I'm sure 

he's competent enough but maybe the fact he's backed by the world's richest man, the owner of telephone 

company Telmex has got a bit to do with him being picked. - Particularly when you consider McLaren's 

Vodafone sponsorship deal is getting near it's conclusion. 

 

Never mind, I think it'll be nice to have another Mexican driver in a decent car, you see I always had a 

soft spot for Pedro Rodriguez and the way he raced anything anywhere just for the love of it. Apparently 

he said a week-end without competing was a wasted one. As so often happened his philosophy killed 

him, but it sort of takes you back to how I feel about Lewis. 

 

And finally a near neighbour has just got a bit annoyed, you see I usually pass on my "Auto Express" to 

him when I'm done with it and he's just read that it's likely to cost him the best part of £130 to upgrade 

his built in sat-nav in his Nissan Note. He's now wondering why he was ever talked into buying the more 

expensive model, no doubt the salesman told him it was a good idea, but considering he very rarely, if 

ever, goes anywhere he doesn't know it would appear he's been stitched up. 

 

Ends 

 

AA 



 

What’s On 
WMC events and other events we are invited to 

 
November 

  4th   KLMC Devils Own Classic Rally 

  4th   T&DMC Cheviot Stages 

  4th     Penrith Autojumble 

  4th   MDMC Malton Forest Rally 

10th   VSCC Lakeland Trial 

  8-11   CRA  Rally of the Tests 

16-18     National Classic Car Show at the NEC 

23-25   DeLMC RAC Rally 

 

December 
   1st   FDMC Grizedale Stages 

   1- 4   HERO Le JOG 

 30th   WMC Festive Frolics Autotest 

 

 

Visit the website for all the latest news 

Forum Log in: wigtonmc. Password: marshals 

News Blog: http://wigtonmc.wordpress.com/ 

Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.  


